Trustees examine Colby
b y Bill Donahu e
The Trus tee Commission is in

COOTers a t Brown Camp prepare their even i ng meak
*
Photo by Lynn Bushnell
.

the midst of a hard examination
of the campus life at Colby and
other colleges that may result in
significant changes in residential
and social life a t Colby .
The Commission containsfour
advisors, a survey subcommittee ,
a cam pu s visit subcommi tt ee , ?.
hearings subcommittee , and a
final reports subcommittee.
According to Associate Dean of
Studen ts James Gille spie, the
surve y subcommittee sent out a
total of 586 presurveys during the
summer. These surveys were
distributed evenly between three
groups: class agents (alumni fundraisers), facul ty members and Colby alumni of 1981-1983. The
surveys sought to determinewhat
matters of -campus life at Colby
these groups considered impor-

tant. Gillespie said that only a few
The campus visit subcommittee
minor chan ges wer e made from returned September 17 from a 10
the proposed survey questions day trip in which it visited
contained in the presurvey. Accor- Amherst , Hampshgire , Haverding to Gillespie a total of more ford, Middlebury, Wesleyan,
than 3,000 surve y s will be mailed Williams and Trinity . It will also
to faculty , staff and students this visit Bates and Bowdoin soon and
week . Only 100 of the surveys make an evaluation "visit " at
mailed this summer this week Colby in Oct ober.
wer e returned. Gillespie hopes
According to Janice Seitzinger ,
tha t, because the survey involves the secretary for this subcommitpeople more closely involvedwith tee, t hese schools were chosen
Colby than the presurvey did , a because they are like Colby in that
greater percentage of the surveys
cen t , on p. 7
will be returned.

Colby we lco mes fros h
by Caro ly n Rhodes

On Sept ember 3rd 468 Fr eshmen descended u pon Ma y flower Hill
t o exp erience one of t he most well planned Orien tat ions in Colby
history. Designed not only to introduce the incoming class to life
at Colby, it also provided an opportunity for classmates to become
acquainted with one another in an innovative manner. Prior to the
t hree day pro gram , a string of seventeen Colby Outdoor Orientation Trips liosted a record thirty- eight percent of the class.
Much of t his year 's Orien tation success was due to the expansion of the populat COOT trips. As Wes Lucas, Direc tor of Stu den t Ac t ivi t ies , said 'I t 's no t j us t a few t ri ps, it' s a major project. '
Over the past nine years since COOT 's ini t ial Ka tahdin t ri p, modeled
af ter a program at Dartmouth , the number of trips has expanded
to seventeen and includes winter expeditions to Moosehead Lake ,
as well. Trips to Bald Mou ntain , Mid Coas t, and t he Alla gash were
amon g the current additions. Brown Camp, on t he Belgrade lakes ,
was used for its second year , acting as a retainer for those who could
not be placed in their first choices. The COOT program has been
expanded so that all who desire to participate are accornqdated. Wes
Lucas predicts that nearly fifty per cent of the upcoming classes will
become active in these pre-orientation progr ams .
Other changes included the involvement of Food Service. Traditionally each group was alloted an amount of money and was responsible for the purchase of provisions. This year , under the authority
of Paul O'Connor , Food Service supplied all the food. Because it
was successful , Food Service will again be involved when each group
places its food order next spring. Another addition to the program
included the provision of personal bee sting kits.
Students , averaging nine per group along with two upperelassmen
leader nnd a faculty leader , though t the trips were 'great. ' The
weather was splendid whereas in the past it had been quite the opposite. Becoming acquainted with others in an atmosphere where
everyone must work together and cooperate in order to make the
trip a success generated longda ting friendships. 'Students were able
to learn about Colby, ' cites Mary McCarty, a freshman on the
Belgrade Lakes Trip. 'It' s good to ask questions without feeling
strange or out of place , like at interviews .' McCarty said that when
she arri ved at Orientation she had already , met many people and
continued !to meet more through her COOT friends. 'It' s extention
upon extention ' she added.

While t he tri p lengt h is presently four da ys, some feel t ha t it should
be altered . Faculty leader Lynn Mavrinac mentioned that in some
inst ances , a t ri p should be onl y t hree da ys, bu t that some could lend
t hemselves t o a lon ger p eriod. Jane t Boot h , '86 , leader of t he
Penobsco t River Trip, thinks that four is sufficent. "Af t er you 've
been out in t he woods for a few da y s y ou star t t o t hink of showers
and things like that" she added. All in all , most people feel COOT ,
trips are a great institution at Colby. "See t he wilderness , be wi t h
Colby people • it' s a great , way to start life at Colby " said Wes Lucas .
Behind the COOT trips there stands a team of dedicated people
who spent many long summer hours organizing the trips. Wes
Lucasheads the program and is supported by four students. This
year 's panel consis ts of Sarah Dewey, Paula Thomson , Jamie Goclz,
and Ann Thayer. Much credi t is also given to Manoj Kanskar who
acted as a summer intern. In mid-October , a reunion featuring ice
cream sundaes will be sponsored so that Coolers may shore
photographs , experiences , and elect new officers to the committee .
Those freshmen who participated in COOT , 175 of 469, made
the transition from the trip to Orientation very smoothly . Many felt
that they already knew Colby and were qui ckly at ease . This comfor table atmosphere also helped those who did not participate. This
year 's Orien tation staff and organizers , Wes Lucas , Dean Seitzin ger ,
Ric Crai g, and a host of Colby students , focused much attention
onto the creation of an atmosphere which encouraged student interac tions. For the first time, porents were involved in activities.
Workshops concernin g life at Colby, securi t y, drinkin g, and heal t h
facilities were offered. Students were able to attend sessions in which
they learned about openin g checking accounts and maintainin g
balances , among other thin gs. Mini-sessions lasting twenty minutes
were sponsored as well and promo ted opportunities for the freshmen
to get together in small groups. One well-received feature of the three
day pro gram was the Lobster Bake , sponsored by Food Service.
Followin g this was the advent of Playfair at Colby.
In the event which lasted for an hour students paired off and
played games which stressed trust and encouraged cooperation. Small
groups were also organized , allowing people to get to know each
other. The groups were collated so that students were able to meet
a variet y of different classmates. Playfair was held in the back of

"Moss Tents" are part of Colby 's Ma i ne
Photo by Laurie Brown
Ar t Exhibit .
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Endowment increases
The Prime Minister of Zimbab-we, Robert G. Mugabe, spoke
at Harvard on September 28.
He told the students that Americans see his nation's struggle as being far simpler than it actually is. The Western press,
he said , tends to dwell on the negvative aspects of Zimbabwe's
change to a majority-ruled country, while ignoring progress
made against hunger, poverty, disease and underdevelopment.
c 'The Western press assumes that if something
is not Western,
it is Eastern, and therefore it is evil, and that is simply not
true," he said.
-The Harvard Crimson
Middlebury College's Alpha Sigma Psi fraternity .was
suspended indefinitely recently, and the Delta Upsilon (DU)
fraternity was placed on social probation for one semester.
Sigma Psi was suspended after evidence was found of drug
abuse at their annual dinner dance. The community council
voted 9-0, with th ree abst en ti on s , in favor of disbanding the
fraternity. The former Sigma brothers may petition in one year
to be reinstated as a social club, but under no circumstanceds
will they be given housing again until 1985.
The DU social probation followed a golf ball fight the
brothers initiated with a fraternity across the street, which caused $1000 worth of damages to the school.
-The Middlebury Campus

by John McGrail
The college endowment fund
has received a double-barreled
boost from the increase in market
value of both stocks and bonds in
recent months.
"It has been a tremendousyear
for us," says Douglas Reinhardt,
treasurer of the college. It is proj ect ed that the endo wment at the
end of 1983 will come in at just
under $46 million - up from 63
percent from $29.1 million in
1982.
Wall Street's bull market,
which recently sent the endowments of Harvard, Yale, and
Princeton soaring into the
billions, has also worked miracles
on Colby's endowment fund . In
fact, $13.3 million of the increase
is the result of market appreciation, with another $1.3 million
coming from dividends. Colby's
decision a year and a half ago to
allow Cambridge Associates of
Boston to manage its portfolio has
been profitable. The firm , which
also handles investments for the
Ivy League and Stanford , reports

that preliminary figures show Colby,ranking very near the top of its
list of clients in terms of growth
this year.
This , marks a dramatic turn
around for Colby's endowment
fund which has long tanked third
to last among the NESCAC
Schools - only Bates and Connecticut College have smaller
endowments.
This small endowment is largely
due to the enormous cost of
relocating the college to its present
Mayflower Hill site. Since the
move began, $45 million has been
poured into new construction and
renovation, so that the endowment fund was virtually neglected.
Consequently, Colby 's endowment actually got smaller during
tbe seventies. In 1972 it stood at
$32 million; ten inflationary years
later the endowments had shrunk
to a devalued $29 million. Annual
tuition increases have since
reflected this trend.
The fund's recent success is not
only the result of new financial
management and the rallying

# Freshmen arriv e
Roberts and involved the use of the balcony which has rarely been
used in the past.
Many of the students have voiced notes of approval concerning
all aspects of Orientation, including Playfair. There was a great sense
of unity, of group " said Lucas. "You don 't have to have alcohol
to have a good time and fun"he said, as that weekend was designated
as a "dry " one. Inspite of an injured leg, freshman Colleen Balch
remarked that the three days went well and thought that the involvement of parents was really great."It put everything and everyone
together. "
In addition to the COOT trips and Playfair , Orientation freshmen
were made to feel welcome and at ease with a pool of faculty advisors. This year's student-faculty ratio is very low, with each professor assigned about eight or nine freshmen. The goal of the program is to provide information and advice to new students, who
have no other source of guidance. Coordinator Lynn Mavrinac has
made great efforts to set up special •workshops for new advisors.
Many are being informed of programs which have been shaded with
confusion in the past. Tutorial programs, options in the double major, placement tests, and other aspectshave been discussed with the
advisors.
With the expansion of COOT trips, the highly organized Playfair
Orientation and the improved advisor program, hew students at Colby are being accomodated as never before. Through this successful
beginning, the freshman class has already developed a stronger sense
of unity .
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stock market, however. With the
library's completion, there remains no major new construction
planned for the foreseeable
future.
Such "deferred maintainance"
as the renovation of some of the
college's older dormitories still
must be addressed, but since there
are no plans to build additional
dorms or classroom buildings, a
substantial amount of money can
once again be allocated for the endowment. The $25 million Colby
2000 campaign, for instance, includes some $12 million which is
to be added to the fund. $2.4
millionof this year's projected endowment will come from the
campaign.
According to Mr. Reinhardt,
the surge in stock prices and the
resulting expansion of the endowment would "not immediately
have a great effect on available in-

Lovej oy Award
to Anthony Lewis
by Josh Shapiro
Anth ony Lewis, columnist for
the New York Times, will receive
Colby's annual Lovejoy Award
on November 11 at Robert 's
Union. ,
The Lovejoy Award, established in 1952 to preserve the memory
of Colby graduate, and later journalist, Elijah Parish Lovejoy, is
given each year to a member of
the newspaper profession who has
greatly contributed to the field of
jou rnalism.
Members of the Lovejoy Selection Committee include Colby's
President William Cotter and H.
Ridgely Bullock, Chairman of the
Board at Colby. Also on the committee are Eugine Patterson,
Editor and President of the St.
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Freshmen participate in the Playfair
Orien tation * Photo b y Lynn Bushne ll
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come (i.e. tuition subsidies). Colby, like most institutions, uses a
conservative spending formula
that links withdrawals from its endowment to earning and market
values of its investments averaged over periods of five years. Such
a formula smooths out the ups
and downs of short term variations in the market in order to
produce a steadier flow of funds
into the college's budget. In short,
tuition costs will not remain stable
in the very near future.
Due to the averaging system, it
will take at least two more years
like this one before the endowment success will effect tuition
prices. Reinhardt said that if the
endowment remains healthy and
inflation can continue to be kept
under control, "there will be enormous pressure (on Colby and
other schools) to limit increases in
tuition ."

Petersburg Times, C.K. McClatchy, Editor arid President of
McCIatchy Newspapers, Martin
Nolan, Editor of the Boston
Globe's Editorial Page, and
Chairman Robert White II ,
Editor and Publisher of the Mexico (Missouri) Publisher.
The Committee considered
several names for the 1983 recipient of the award, but only Lewis
was nominated. He accepted the
invitation to receive the award
after being unanimously chosen.
Lewis, 56, graduated from Harvard in 1948, and worked for The
New York Time's Sunday department for the following four years.
He then went to The Washington
Daily News, where he won his
first Pulitzer Prize in 1955 for a
group of articles he wrote concer-
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Founded in 1877, the ECHO (USPS 120-900) is
published weekly except during vacation and
examination periods by the students of Colby College.
All correspondence should be addressed to the
Editor , Colby ECHO, Golby College, Watervi ll e, ME
04901. The ECHO is represented by the CASS Student
Advertising Service, Inc. for national advertising.
Entered as second cla ss mail in Waterville, ME 04901.
Subscriptions are available at $10 per year.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Colby
ECHO, Colby College, Waterv ill e, ME 04901.
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Students applaud
campus renovations
by John Yett

The Colb y cam pus underwen t

extensive improvements over the
summer. This construction included t he completion of work on t he
librar y and complete reno va t ions
of t he Averill and Johnson
dormi t o r i e s .
Sue Ann Muehlner , t he hea d
librarian , is very pleased with the
new librar y and said t ha t becau se
the work this summer pr oceeded
on schedule , the work of her staff
in readying the library for the
school year ran smoothly.

The workers are now putt ing
the finishing touches on Miller
Librar y, including plaque and
portrait hangings , in p re para t ion
for its dedication on October 8.
The Averill and Johnson dormitories were comp let ely
renovated over the summer and
students living in these dorms applaud the contractors and planners for a job well done .
Students are impressed with the
q uali ty of t h e w ork done
thr oughout the sorms and are
happy with , their rooms. Most
r,r"" 7r,
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RLC. Stu-A meet
by Laura Lan e
The members of the Residential

Life Council Commi tt ee and the

Executive Board of Stu-A convened September 21 for RLC's first
meeting of the year. This year 's
Stu-A executive board members
are : Rob Fas t , "Execu tive
Chairperson, Kai ya Vittands ,
RL C Chair person , Robin Vendetti, Academic Life Chair , Doug
Terp , Commi tt ee Chair p erson
and Leon Buck , Cul tural Life
Chair person .
At the "general assembl y"
chan ges were made t o give more
res p onsibili ty and power t o t he
RL C representatives. Last year ,
the main concern of a RLC
re presentative was requesting
money from t he RLC for t heir
dorm func tions. This year , RLC
re p resen t a t ives will coordina t e
dorm func tions and vote on reques t s for money from t heir
fellow representatives. In addit ion , the RLC will vote on new
and existing student organizations. These adjustments have
chan ged the RLC into an informal
Stu-A executive board .
The RLC op ened t he mee t in g
by assigning representatives to
four sub-comm ittees: Finance ,
Affairs , All-campus Activities ,
and En tertainment.
The Finance Commi tt ee, headed by Ted Jenkins , will allocate a
to tal of $126,000 to fifty-two
clubs and three Stu-A groups:

Cultural Life, RLC and Social
Life. The Affair s Committee ,
headed by Robin Vendetti , will
write a position paper about
fra t erni ties and residen tial life tha t
will be presen te d t o t he Board of
Trustees. The committee will also
form opinions about the proposal
to lessen the student course load
and t he professor 's t eachin g load ,
the status of the Jan plan program
and t he p ro posal for a computer
requirement. .
The Ml Cam pus Act ivi t ies
Commi ttee organizes Homecomin g and Oct oberfes t , an all camp us even t t ha t is t en t a t ively
scheduled for this fall. The Entertainment Committee is divided int o t wo commi tt ees: Social Life ,
headed by Wendy Lapham , which
plans parties and concerts , and
Cul t ural Life , headed by Leon
Buck , which or ganizes lectures.
The Social Life C ommi tt ee
played an important part in the
firs t decision reached by the
general assembly. The fraternities
requested $1000 from the RLC to
pay for a band at an all campus
party . They had organized the
par ty and have t aken care of t he
refreshments. There was some
hesitation to spend one-quarter of
t he RLC bud get on t his even t so
early in the year , bu t Wendy
La pham offered a comp romise
which ' was accep ted: that the
Social Life Commi ttee contribute
$200 and the RLC pay $800.
construction

The expansion

of MM ler Li brary

provides studen ts
wi t h amp le stud y
space .
Photos by

Peter V i e l e
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agree that the expanded and
modernized bathrooms, the large
lounges, and the new room furniture all contribute to comfortable dorm living.
P aul Johns t on work ed closely
with all involved in construction
and renovation over the summer
and is quite pleased with the
results. He feels that the construction in Averill and John son dorms
was well done and is curious to see
how well six people will live
together in the new ' six-pers on
suites-a Colby first.
As far as other Colby work
over the summer is concerned , he
said fraterni ty work proceed ed
without problems as did all work
on oth er dormitories including
Foss, Wo odman , Coburn, and
West and East dormitori es.
John ston said he was particularly impressed with the work done
on the campus grounds that included an extensive pruning and
tree replanting program and sowing of grounds around the library
addi tion.
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Faculty on campus

Colby professors
publish two books
by Joseph R. Baker
Dean of the Faculty Douglas Archibald, and Associate Professor
of History Robert Weisbrot have
recently published books. Archibald's subject is William Butler
Yeats, while Weisbrot on Father
Devine, a black minister in the
1930's.
Since Archibald read Yeats in
graduate school, he has been interested in the poet 's work. He
credits a large amount of his
knowledge of Yeats to his twenty
years experience teaching the
works of the Irish poet.
YEATS begins with biography
and criticism, interprets the poet's
literary history, his closest friendships, his Anglo-Irish heritage and
politics, and his interest in the oc-f
cult. The rest of the book is
devoted to an interpretation of
Yeats' major poems.
YEATS is considered an

by Laura Lane

His book, FATHER DEVINE,
was published approximately ten
months ago. The book is a
historical study of the minister's
fight for racial equality. At present, Professor Weisbrot is working on a book about leaders in the
Civil Rights Movement and
already has plans to publish the
book .

Dean Doug las Archibald proudly displays
his new book YEATS.p hoto by " L isa Kuzia
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Three new faculty residents
moved onto Colby Campus in
August. Gary and Ann Mabbot
and their son, Seth, VA, are living in Dana and John Bubar and
his sons Josh, 12, and Seth, 7, live
in the Heights. Dallas and Imeda
Brown and their sons EIdridge„ 9,
Lasalle, 8, Hubert , 4, and
William, \Vi, just moved into
Mary Low.
These families continue a program that allows faculty to live in
dorms. The faculty resident's
apartments are far enough away
to allow for their privacy and
close enough for impromptu visits
from students. The opportunity to
have frequent contact with
students attracted these faculty
members and their families to the
faculty resident program.
Gary Mabbot, a chemistry professor, and his wife, Ann lived
close to campus when they taught
at Clemson University. They like
the campus atmosphere so Mr.
Mabbot asked . about the

authoritative, if not complete
study of Yeats ' major accomplishments. It is an advanced
level introduction to Yeats for
those who are already familiar
with the author and his work. Archibald plans to use excerpts from
his book in a poetry course he will
teach next year.
Weisbrot, who is on sebatical
this semester, has been teaching
History at Colby since 1980. He
specializes in Afro-American, and
Modern American Political
History.
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The U.S. Government
Printing Office has put
together a new catalog of the
Government's bestselling
books. Books like The Space
Shuttle at Work, Cutting
Energy Costs , Infant Care ,
National Park Guide and
Map , Federal Benefits for
Veterans and Dependents ,
The Back-Yard Mechanic ,
Merchandising YourJob
Talents , and Starting a
Business. Find out what
Government books are all
about. Send for your "free
catalog.

possibilities of living on campus
when he came to Colby for an interview. The Mabbots compared
a college campus to an "ivory
tower"because it is "ideal for going to concerts, theater and lectures." Their apartment is right
off the main foyer of Dana, opposite the main lounge and they
encourage students to visit them.
Just up the hill from Dana,
John Bubar is living in an apartment in the Heights. Mr. Bubar,
an accounting professor , is a
freshman academic advisor and
has led two COOT trips. "I feel
like this is a terrificcommunity,"
he commented. He is "really happy with how the boys (Josh and
Seth) are treated with respect"
and surprised that the dorm is
"quiet and has fewer parties than
I was led to believe." Many
Heights students come to visit
even just for "an egg to make
cookies or to borrow a hammer."
As all faculty-residents have
done, Bubar applied last spring
for the opportunity to live on
campus. Next, came two inter-
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a nonpartisan journal of national and international
affairs , published and edited by stud ents
of Colby College.

The Review solicits

• Research papers (Up to 25 pages)
• Commentaries
• Book reviews
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for consideration throughout the year.

Manuscripts should be typed and double-sp aced,
with footnotes (patterned after those in the
American ,Political'Science Review) at the end.
Submissions deadline for the November issue is
September 21, for the April issue, February 21,
Mail four copies of submissions to:
The Northeast Under graduate Review .
Colby Colle ge, Waterville, Maine 04901
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Passkey 's First In its Class
Why? Instant cash withdrawals,deposits, account transfers, even
balance inquiries all at the push of a button, 24 hours a day,
v.
365 days a year.
. And best of all, Passkey 's free with any checking account at any
Depositors or Canal office.
• Member FIDO

Helicopter delivers recruiters
On Monday, September 19, the
fron t lawn of Miller Library served as a temporary landing pad for
a Digit al Equi p men t Cor p .
helicopter bringing two recruiting
representatives to the Colby College campus.
The Digital representatives , one
a Colby alumni , met with James
Mclntyre , director of Career Services, and set u p an informa t ion
session in October and arranged
for on-campus job interview appointments in November.
Mclntyre , in his firs t yea r as
director of the Career Services office, believes the Digital Corp. 's
interest in the Colby student body
will foster a good relationship not
only between Colby and Digital
^
bu t with Colby and the entire
career spectrum.
Th e Digital Corp. helicopter ,
based in Ma ynard , Mass.,
brought Gail Ferria , a Colby
graduate , and John Ho pkins ,
both bu siness systems consul tan ts,
to the office of Car eer Services
located on the second floor of
Rober ts Union. Mclntyre said
that with their help a general informa tion session was set up for

Oct. 13 at 7p.m. in the Robbins
room for interested students to
meet with Digital representatives.
The general information session , whi ch Mc ln ty re calls 'part
of the weedin g out process ', will
lead to actual interviews on Nov.
17 which will take p lace on t he
basis of resumes and talks in the
earlier session.
Mclntyre credited Christine
M arshall , cla ss of 1983 from
St ow, Me., with Digital' s plans to
coordina t e a re crui ting pro gram
with Colby, which will be only the
second such program set up by
Digital with a college outside the
Boston area. Mar shall worked for
Digital during the summer before
gradu at ion , and eventually received a full-time position. Digital was
so impre ssed wit h her cred en t ials,
Mclntyre said , that they decided
t o include Colby in their exclusive
recruiting program. He feels Colby 's involvemen t wit h Digital
comes at a time when corporat ions have become disillusioned
with the potential of college
recrui ting.
'They (Digital) realize the quali-

ty of our students ,.' Mclnryne said,
noting that his staff in the office
of Care er Service s is now r eady in
their second year to handle all
studen t s' needs.
'Thi s year we are more confiden t of wha t we are able t o do and
wha t we hav e to offer ,' he said .
The office offer s help wit h wri ting
resum es, includin g ~ a re sume
writing workshop, counselin g on
career planning, and typing and
retyping the actual resumes. The
office , equipped with a library,
provides information on graduate
school admi ssions , along with a
Newslett er which includes list ings
df employment , internship , and
scholar ship oppurtun ities. The office also u ses a S1GI compute r
system , an interactive guidance
and informa tion storehouse which
matches a studen t' s interests with
possible professions.
Questions concernin g resumes
should be direc t ed t o Nanc y
Mackenzie , assistan t Direc tor of
Career Services. Any general or
specific questions are welcomed
by any member of the Career Service staff. Mclntyre urges

u nder classmen to seek advice
before their senior year on cours e
schedules , and summe r and
Januar y internships, and career
oppurtun ities.
Linda Cotter , Alumni Liaison
and Fi eld Experience Coordina t or
in the Career Services office , has
alread y arranged for about 150
alumni sponsor ed off campus experiences durin g Jan-Plan. Other
oppurtun ities are available for
summer and career placements in
diverse fields in places from
Calif ornia t o Maine and abroad ,
Mc lnty re said.
While the recr uiting proc ess is
a ver y important pha se in findin g
a job , students should be less concerned with what they should do ,
and should focus t heir atte ntion
on a job that corre sponds with
their interests , Mcln tyre said .
The office 's larg e quantit y of
informa t ion and con t ac ts is
availabl e to any stud ent who is interested in pursuin g a career interest , Mclntyre said. The options
available have been developed for
Colby studen ts who ar e interes ted
in findin g any possible career , he
said.
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Digita l helicopter on library l awn .
Photo by Tad Allyn

Political magazine starts
by Laurie Pe t rell
The NORTHEAST REVIEW
will be comprised of studen ts'
research papers , commentaries

and book reviews with nationa l or
international significance. The
works may be submitted by college st uden ts att endin g schools
anywhere from Philadelphia to
Maine and may be of var ying
length and political viewpoints.
The pa per is comprised of three
parts. . The first is dedicated to
editorials written oil one basic
theme. The second part will consist of written works , of less t han
25 pages , and t he t hird p ar t will

con t a in such it ems as book
reviews and lett ers t o the edi t ors .

The entire paper is now estimated
to be 40 to 50 pages long.
Steve Reid , a Colb y st uden t, initiated the idea of the NORTHEAST REVIEW last semester.
Reid has j oined wit h the other
t hree edi t ors , Rober t Davis , Sam
Staley , and Rober t Bullock , to
begin the magazine whose faculty advisor is Professor Cal
MacKenzie. A staff of 25 Colby
students will also work on the
maaazine.
The editors are hoping to visit
other colleges and universities in
the northeast in order to get them
directly Involved with the NOR-
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THEA ST REVIEW . In this way,
the cont ent of t he pa per will be
widespread and all under graduate
students will have the opportunity to gain recogni tion for t heir
work. The editors hope that Colby will eventually become the
main branch of the paper. Certain
nor theastern colleges have alr eady
begun to show interest by submitting student works for the first
issue.
Under present plans , the NORTHEAST REVIEW will be
published semi-annually. The
editors aim to publish it more frequen tly in the future . The frequency is to be determined by the
st uden ts overall response t o t he
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Craig starts as director
selected by student activities director Wes Lucas and the Colby
deans. He says he is using this year
to get some work experience, take
advantage of the career services
office, and figure out a way "to
make enough money to become a
toymaker."
His responsibilities in the position include supervising student

by Carol Eisenberg
"My long term goal is to be a
wooden-toy maker ,"says Ric
Craig, who graduated from Colby last spring but is staying on for
a year as. director of Roberts
Union.
Craig applied for the one year
position last spring and was

workers and club activities in the
student union, helping to organize
freshman orientation programs ,
and serving as advisor to the
freshman and sophomore classes.
One change Craig has already
made is to more clearly label all
the bulletin boards and ride
board s in Roberts Union. Other
improvements planned include
getting an automatic bank teller
from one of the local banks
(negotiations pending) and having
students paint murals oa bare
walls and the elevator interior.
Craig invites students to submit
mural designs and to take advantage of the Loft and ''disco" dining room to hold social functions.
A native of Concord, Mass.,
Craig majored in geology and
biology and was a member of the
varsity swim team. He was also a
member of Lamda Chi Alpha
fraternity and founder of the
cheerleaders' "sick-o squad " as
well as chairperson of the
Residential Life Council and Student Association's Public information chairperson.
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Rugby vandalism .
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Photo by Ti na Zabriskie

Ruggers violent
by Bill Donahue

The Holy Cross rugby < club
stormed the campus on the night
of September 16, harassing several
Colby women and allegedly doing
$1400 worth of vandalism.
According to Pete Chenevert,
director of Safety and Security,
the club members picked up an
Averill resident, carried her
around campus and the dropped
her down. The also followed
around and verbally abused a
group of freshmen women.

Future toymaker
Ric Craig.

hide their actions. Some of them
wore shirts with "Holy Cross"
written on them at a keg party
they attended that night.
Seitzinger said that because
rugby clubs are not under the
supervision of a coach, they do
not have as much control exercised on them as do varsity teams.
However.^he did not feel that this
lack of supervision was the cause
of the chib's violence. She pointed
out that Colby's rugby club,
which also does not have a coach,
has never caused any problems at
Colby or on any other campuses.
Neither Seitzinger nor
Chevenevert could cite any incidents that might have provoked the club members to act
violently. "These are supposed to
be responsible individuals. I don 't
know why they would want to do
a thing like that," said Chenevert.
The administration did not
receive reports of Friday night 's
incidents until Saturday morning.
Seitzinger said "The college acted
on these reports the minute they
received them. " Three administrators went to the rugby
field Saturday and told the Holy
Cross captain (who did not arrive
at Colby until Saturday) that his
team would have to leave as soon
as it was finished playing.
Originally, the club was slated to
participate in post tournament
festivities.

The club members allegedly
added to these acts of harassment
by tearing out two sinks in the
men's room of Robert's Union,
ipping out phones in Averill and
r
pullin gup three trees, two of the
trees were in the patio area outside the spa, and the other was
located near Robbins.
Dean of Students, Janice Seitzinger said that the club members
"certainly had been drinking",
but she added, "I don't know
how much the had to drink."She
said that they did not attempt to cont. on p. 20
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Commission
study
cont. f rom p. 1
they are small liberal arts colleges,
but their residential and social life
programs differ from Colby 's.
For instance, some of the schools,
such as Trinity, had modified
fraternity systems, and some had
dormitories designated specifically
for freshmen. By noting these
schools, the subcommittee was
able to see a range of options
which could be instituted at
Colby.
The subcommittee members
spent a whole day at each school.
They spoke to faculty, administrators, and directors of the
Health and Counseling centers
and students, including members
of groups such as student government, interfraternity councils and
dorm staff.
Since the committee has not yet
met to discuss it's impressions of
the schools visited, Seitzinger
could not predict any changes that
may be insitituted at Colby.
However, she said ,"We didn 't
find any one system that leaped
out as seemingly being the best for
Colby."

According to Seitzinger , the
survey was conducted because"we
can ?t get landlocked into one
method of campus life at Colby.
We must seek out things that we
can institute at Colby. I think it's
very healthy to branch out and see
how other schools are handling
campus life issues."
According to Seitzinger, the
visits to other campuses emphasized the strength of some existent
programs here. She added that ,
simply because a specific program
(for instance, special housing for
freshmen)" works well at other
sch ools , it may not work well at
Colby because "no two schools
are exactly alike."
Seitzinger emphasized that the
examination of campus life is easily accessible for student input. In
addition to responding to the
survey, students can submit written comments to the commission.
The Interfraternity Council and
the Stu-A are now formulating
documents for submission. The
hearings commission, which has
met twice thus far, will conduct a
full day hearing at Colby on October 6.. Students can also express
their opinions on campus life at
this meeting.
The survey, hearings and campus visits subcommittee must submit reports to the Trustee Commission by October 21. The
Trustee Commission will release
the final report on campus life in
January.
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specializes in East Asian Studies.
This group of experts will examine
many aspects of Colby's program,

recommendations] critically."
When the overseers first begin
their examination , Professor
Such as the Studen ts,
farultv.
_.»,
. -_
.— ~.*^ y riir
Bowen will point out to them
riculum, and major requirements. , some of the problems he sees with
After examining the program, the the program. The college allocates
overseers will write a report and no money for the hiring of a prothe East Asian Studies Program fessor to teach Japanese. Only
will then make a response.
through a three year grant from
Associate Professor Rodger the Japanese Foundation was the
Bowen, acting director of the East language department able to hire
Asian Studies Program, views the a Japanese professor. Since the
overseers' report as worthy of money comes from an outside
consideration, but perhaps not the organization, it is not a secure
definitive solution: We want to resource. Therefore, Professor
be told where we're .aessing up Bowen hopes the overseers comand how we can improve, [but] we mittee will see the need for conwill look at [the committee's tinued teaching of Japanese at
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Colby and suggest in then- report
that the college itself fund the program after the grant expires. Professor Bowen believes that this action would place pressure on the
administration to comply.
According to Professor Bowen,
many colleges, and even the New
York Times, consider Colby's
East Asian Studies Program to be
extremely good. Bowen boasts
that having a good studies abroad
program, and a dedicated faculty make Colby 's East Asian
Studies powerful. He is therefore
optimistic that the overseers suggestions could make Colby's program still stronger.
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by Ed Kenelly
Colby 's East Asian Studies Program will be critically examined
by an overseers committee October 3 and 4, President Cotter
decided three years ago to have
every department in the college individually reviewed by a group of
outside experts who could make
unbiased observations and recommendations about a department.
Ideally, a committee's findings
will be used to strengthen a particular department.
The overseerscommittee for the
East Asian Studies -Program is
comprised of two Colby alumni
and a Wesleyan professor who
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complicated finance ,
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Faculty to vote on fr ats
by Came Keating
During this month's faculty meeting on September 14, Government Professor Cal Mackenzie introduced a draft of a resolution
concerning the faculty 's recommendation that fraternities and
sororities at Colby be abolished. Mackenzie and a dozen other faculty
members created this resolution to submit to the Trustee Commission on Campus Life; a committee of trustees, faculty members,
and students who are evaluating life at Colby in comparison and
contrast to other private northeastern "colleges.
The resolution contains several points that direct attention to the
values of the fraternities and sororities which are in conflict with
thoseideals of a liberal arts colllege. The resolution states that fraternities and sororities practice discrimination, exclusivity, and
secretiveness. Exclusivity "encourages conformity and narrowness
of vision while discouraging the cultivation of diversity and the
nchness of broad human interaction.'' According to the resolution,
they are a closed society engaging in anti-social behavior , such as
cruelty to animals, sexual harrassment, alcohol abuse, and acts of
violence.
The resolution says that, because of these activities on campus,
the fraternities and sororities weaken the very basis of Colby 's objective as a liberal arts college t;o promote diversity among the
students, provide equal housing, and promote understanding through
these objectives. Therefore, the resolution affirms, "it is the sense
of this faculty that fraternities and sororities should be abolished
and replaced by alternatives that are sociallyand educationally more
beneficial to the entire college community. "
A motion by Mackenzie to create a temporary faculty committee
which will meet and discuss this issue before it is voted on at next
month's faculty meeting was unanimously approved. If this resolution is passed next month by the faculty, President William Cotter

Announc ements

warned that it is inconceivable that fraternities and sororities exist
without the support of the faculty. There can be no situation at Colby, Cotter said, "where an organization on campus is unliked by
¦
a large number of the faculty " The vote of the faculty next month
will heavily influencethe ultimate decision of the Trustee Commission on Campus Life.
Cotter recognized that a mini campaign was emerging consisting
of fraternity loyalists and national fraternity representatives. These
groups have made statements that they will withold their support
from the college, should fraternities be abolished. He also noted
that some alumni have said they would change their relationship
with Colby, but he indicated that this group was small. Cotter also
stressed that the Trustee Commission on Campus Life is looking
at all Colby life, not justthe fraternities and sororities. He emphasized that changing the fraternities may not change Colby life. "Fraterniti es wil be the hott est , but not the major , issue in the trustee commision," he said.
Other topics discussed during the meeting included this year's campus theme of "Celebrating Diversity, Confronting Intolerance."
President Cotter urged those present to reinforce and incorporate
the theme into their curriculum. He spoke of the hundred foreign
students on campus who are an "important resource, but we haven't
used it adequately. We should take advantage of the richness and
celebrate this diversity ."
Bob McArthur, Dean of Admissions and Assistant Director of
Financial Aid introduced Colby 's new recruitment program for
Maine high school students. Entitled "Colby's Maine Event,"the
program was a special day encouraging Maine high school students,
their parents, and guidance counselors to spend September 23 at
Colby sitting in on classes, talking informally with professors , and
getting to know the campus. Bates and Bowdoin have similar programs, but Colby's day was new this year.

BLOOD DRIVE - Oct. 13 1:00-7:00 pm. Anyone interested in working, see Rick Craig in the Activities Office. Please give blood. The
life you save may be your own.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES FAIR - Thurs. Sept. 28 8:00 - 10:00 pm.
Roberts Union. Come celebrate the diversity of clubs on campus.
GRADUATE AND MINORITY FELLOWSHIPS - Offered by the
Naional Science Foundation. Application deadline - Nov. 23, 1983.
For info write Fellowship Office, National Research Council, 2101
Constitution Ave., Washington, D.C. 20418 or obtain applications
from heads of departments of financial aid office.
HEALTH EDUCAION COMMITTEE - We are looking for additional members to help plan and implement health education programs for Colby students. Any interested students, sta f f or fac u lty
should contact Ann Norsworthy at ext. 2397 or ext. 2394.
LECTURE - "Race and class in South Africa and the United States"
with Bernard Magubane, professor of anthropology, Unniversity
of Connecticut. Thurs. Oct. 3, 8:00 pm. Lovejoy 215.
JAPAN WEEK - Oct. 5-12. Colby College presents Japan Week
for the promotion of our understanding of Japanese Culture, People and Society .
THE YOUNGER SCHOLARS PROGRAM - Awards grants nationally for outstanding research and writing projects in sucj fields
as history, philospohy and the study of literature. The application
deadline is Nov. 15, 1983. Write to: Younger Scholars Guidelines,
Room 426, The National Endowment for the Humanities,
Washington, D.C. 20506.
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This weeks specials
12 p k Old Mil or Ham ms $3.99
10 inch peppe r on i pi zza

Loun ge Hours

Mon da y throu gh Saturday 'til 11 pm
' 'til 10 pm
Sunda y
Ha ppy Hour 4 pm to 8 pm Monda y-Friday
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Discount beer , wine & soda
Wa lk-in or drive -thru
Sandwic hes & fresh dough pizza
10% off for Colby students
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Fri & Sat until 12PM
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The New Silent Woman

in ,

$1,99

Riunite Mags (1.5 liter) $4.99
Busch bar bottles (case) $7.49
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We stock a large selection of KEGS

•Announcements

The Trustee Commission on Campus
us Life is assessing the residential life of the college. Your views and
ind analyses are needed. There
will be on-campus opportunity for this
lis In questionnaires, local hearings and to a limited extent in subcommittee
ammittee interviews. However,
it is important.that each person have
e the
th e chance to express
express his/her
his/h er
views in a one-on-one setting. To that
that end the following persons
are" available to hear what you have to.say. Each of them is a member
of the Trustee Commission. ' '

RECRUITMENT - Georgetown University MBA , Oct. 3,
9:00-12:00, Hurd Room. Suffolk University School of Management,
Oct. 4, 1:00-3:00, Hurd Room. Pace University Law School, Oct.
5, 11:00-4:00, Roberts 244. Amos Tuck - MBA, Oct. 5,9:30-12:30,
Hurd Room. University of Richmond School of Law, Oct. 6,
9:00-4:00, Conference Room.
SCHOLARSHIPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE - Is offering three
$1000 scholarships. For application and info: Scholarship Research
Institute P.O. Box 5.0157 Washington, D.C. 20004. Deadline - Oct.
30, 1983.

Please get in touch with whomever you
roa would like to contact at the
respective office at room, or through
ugh the appropriate extension
number, in order to arrange a time.

COLLEGE VENTURE PROGRAM - Laconia N.H. A state and
residential institution for the mentally retarded and those with
developmental disabilities. Participate in group counseling of clients
and attend interdisciplinary team meeting. Full time; 6-8 week commitment. Audiology Assistant; Teacher Aide; Psychology Assistant;
Generalist - Ideal for a student who is not focused on a particular
field but wants to pursue human service work with the retarded.

.

Shelia E. Ryan 'U
4 - ext. 2464
Patricia A. Shelton '84 - ext. 2488 .
• Douglas C. Terp '84
84-ext.
- ext. 2513
Gregory F. Walsh '84 - ext. 2470
nffirp
A. 114
i._ o, onice
Arthur K. Champlin - ext.
2326;
office A
t . ?3_fi*
114
Jane Hunter— ext. 2275; office MI LBR 246
L. Sandy Maisel - ext. 2271;
1; office MI LBR 257
Robert E. Reuman - ext., 2140; office L 316
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ISSAC' S PIZZA
Main Street -Waterville

HI
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The muffins are beautifully buttery. ____flHfe _
The eggs are fresh and fluffy. And you Rl ftfiES
get your choice of ham or sausage. BffffiB gg
What a way to wake up! f%lWl >

c
Now Only 99
Don t' forget to yse your "Welcome Back " coupon !

44 College Ave . Waterville

Fresh Dough P izzas
Italians-Dogwoods
Cold Drinks
4-Size Pizzas-WTwle Wheat Pi zzas
Roast Beef
Turkey- Tuna
Lobster Rolls
Why try the rest when you *can have the best!
Open evcryni ght til 12 am
Fri & Sattil lam

^e

Deliver 873-7474

Support your Women 's basketball team !!
________________ H___i____^^
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Maine artists show
at Art Museum

Monmouth theater presents
A Mid Summer Nig hts Dream
by Meghan Casey
Th e Monmouth Summer
Theater brought their travelling
production of Shakespeare 's "A
M id Summer Nigh ts Dr eam " to
Strider Theater Saturday night.
Their performan ce was sponsor ed
by the Performing Arts Program ,
and was an abreviated version of
the show which the players did in
the summer of 1981.
The play, one of Shak espear e's
comedies, is the story of two mixed up sets of lovers who wander
into the woods outside of Athens
one night and are pre yed upon
and teased by the spirits that inhabi t the forest.
Monmou th 's proudction of the
play was , for the most part , excellent. They performed the show,
which consists of 1 5 par t s, with
eight actors. Almost all the actors
played double role s, addin g t o t he
happy confusion of the plot.
Michael O'Brien , who played
both the mischievous spirit Puck
and Quince , the leader of a roving band of act ors , was very good.
His a gility and imp ishness len t
t hemselves well to Puck , and he
played t he serious and disma yed
Quince with skill. Gail Wheeler
and Doro t h y Galla ger , who
played Hermia and Helena respectively were also good. They each
played their characters expertly
swit chin g easily be t ween Hermia
and Helena and t he double par t

sions and r epresen t ed abou t 100
ar t ists selected by an out ,of state

by Carol Eisenber g

jury, the artists featured in this exhibit were invited to participate by
a j ur y of four Main e art ist s.
The museum received a $10,000
grant to put on the show , which
covered costs of insurance , a
catalog, invit a t ions , an opening,
and honoraria for jurors.
Featured artists and works include t he tension sculpt ure and
decora tive yet func t ional t ents of
Bill Moss of Mo ss Tent works in
Camden ; John Eide 's stark black
and white photographs of New
York City; and Richard Procopios ' soft color phot ogra phs of
Maine 's coast.
The museum is open Monday -.
Saturday, 1-4:30 p.m., and Sunday, 2-4:30 p.m. Admission to the
exhibi t is free and open t o the
public.

Selected works of 16 Ma ine artists are currentl y on view at the
Colb y College Museum of Art as
the third biennial art exhibit continues through October 2. The exhibition ha s been well rec eived by
Colby students; Museum Director
Hugh Gorley said that there has
been a "good turnout " .
Overl 10 paintings , sculptures ,
prints and photographs are part
of the show, which is sponsored
by the Maine State Commission
on t he Ar ts and Human ities as a
showcase for are a ar t ists.
The firs t two biennia ls were
held at Bowdoin and the University of Southern Maine , and according to Gorley ,"The concept
did chan ge t his year from the
previous two. " While the other
biennials were open for submis-

Moving Earth
perform in Strider

Scul pture by Mai ne artist in Colby Art
Photo by Laurie Brown
Museum.

by Carol Eiserber g

"Light ," wit h a series of concer ts performance is provided in part
in New York and Euro pe in which by the Maine State Commission
all of the then fift een par t s of . on t he Humani t ies , t hrou gh

Kei Takei' s Movin g Earth

brin gs some of New York 's most
acclaimed avan t garde to Colby' s
Strider Theater on Saturday, October 1 at 8 p.m.
As a choreographe r, Takei is interested in the natur al world and
ri tualistic behav ior. According to
Laz Brezer , a member of Moving
Ear t h , "She feels the commun ity
of all living thin gs." The music
accompan ying her dance .is
crea ted by the dancers body
movements , their vocal sounds,
and their ban ging of rocks.
Takcl began choreographin g, in
1969, her mult i-sectioned
primitiyistic trademar k ballet
"Light. " In 1981, her company
celebra ted eleven years of

Kei Take i. in
"Mov ing Earth. '1

"Light " were presented in a continuous eleven hour performance.
There are curren tly eighteen sections of "Light ," which has
become Takei' s life work , and
ano ther is in t he makin g.
Born in Ja pan , Takei came t o
America on a Fulbri ght Scholarship in 1967 af ter bein g discovered
by Anna Sokolow . Soon after she
arrived and began studying at
Julliard , she performed t wo solos
_*
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Choreo graphers Series.
Ticke t s for Kei Takei' s Movin g
Ear th are $5 for adults S3 for
students and may be reserved by
callilng the Colby Box Office at
ext. 2388, 1-5 pm. Funding for the

Forum-A at the University of
Maine at Augusta .

each played . Gallager , though
lacked some stage presence , for
when on stage she stood stock still
unless she was speaking.
The two women worked very
well with their two counterparts
Jack Anson and Bill Borenstein ,
who p la y ed De met riu s and
Lysander. Borenstein was excellent as Lysander and very
amusin g as one of the roving actors. Anson, though also good as
a roving actor , was t oo weak and
silly in the part of Demetrius.
The most amusing, a nd well
played part of the play consisted
of the subplot involving a roving
band of rus tics who perform plays
in their spare time. Obviously well
rehear sed t oget her , the five men
who played the rustics had perfect
comic timing. They had the au :
dience in an uproar in the las t
scene when they finally perform
the play they have been rehearsing all night.
i ne Monmoutn _umm er
Thea ter presented "A Mid Summer Night s Dream " in the summer of 1981. Recen t ly, seven of
t he players have been t ravellin g
Maine playin g most ly t o hi gh
school audiences . In each school ,
they ask a studen t t o perform with
them. Derek Tarson , a Colby studen t , had that honor at Colby.
The show, t hough somewha t
confusin g because of the ext rac t ed
parts of the play, was interes t in g
and amusin g, and provided an enjoyable evening.

Kaleidashow-Art and music review
and hosting more artistic events.
Fu t ure even ts bein g p lanned are
ar t shows , comed y performances ,
Fiddlers Four, and a performance
and lengthier performances by
by members of Powder and Wig.
grou ps such as those in
HAFTA , comprisin g one half
of t he Leonard dormi t ory , was "Kaleidoshow ".
"Kaleidashow " is free of
organized last year in order to
char
ge and open to the public.
provide a focus for the cultural acThe
performance will be followtivities on campus. The floor
.
ed
by
a reception in Leonard
brin gs together students and
Loun
ge.
facul ty interested in the arts ,
stimulating cultural awareness ,

by Karen Jo Giammusso
' and Chris Bryan

Rolfson , a flu t e choir , Richard
Scwell , t he Earl y Music Grou p,

"Kaleidashow ", an ar t and

music revue , will be presented this
Friday, September 30 at 8 p.m. in
Leonard Loun ge.
Sponsored by HAFTA (Housing Arrran ged for the Ar ts), the
hour-lon g production will include
the Colby Eight , a Dixieland combo . Tuxedo Junction , Eric

THE FRAMEMAK ERS
FRAMING. .¦• MATTING • MOUNTING%__ THE ART CELLAR
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Arts notes

Ar twork on displ ay
in Co l by Ar t Museum

"WOMEN IN MUSIC. An Underground History." a lecture by
Dr. Jane Bernstien , associate professor of music, Tufts University
- Thursday Sept. 29 at 8 pm. hi Given Auditorium.

as a par t of the
"Ma i ne Ar tists

NOONDAY RECITAL - "Women in Music: Music of Bach, Ravel,
and Chopin" - with Margaret Small, piano. Friday Sept. 30 at 12:30
pm. in Given Auditorium.

Pho t os

dis p la y

MASTER MODERN DANCE CLASS with Kei Takei's "Moving
Earth" Dance Company - Dunn Dance Studio, Runnals.

11

by Laur ie Brown

STU-A FILM - "Gha n di" - Lovejoy 100 Friday and Saturday, Sept.
30 and Oct. 1 at 6:30.pm, and 9:30 pm.
"KALEIDOSHOW" - Art and Music review featuring the Colby
Eight, Dixieland Combo, the Early Music Group, Fiddlers Four,
Eric Rolfson, Richard Sewell, Tuxedo Junction and others. Friday
Sept. 30 at 8 pm. in Leonard Lounge.
MUSICAL VARIETY SHOW - featuring student.groups , f aculty
and parents - Saturday Oct. 1 at 7:30 pm. in Dana Dining Hall.
"KAI-TA-KEI" - Modern Dance Performance by "Moving Earth "
Dance Company. Sponsored by Colby Dancers. Sat. Oct. 1 at 8 pm.
in Strider Theater.
Racism Retreat
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Ghand i rev iewed
by Doug Scalise
Gandhi is an epic motion picture which no one should miss.
It nearly swept the Academy Awards this past spring winning, among others, Best Picture, Best Director-Richard Attenborough, and Best Actor-Ben Kingsley. Indeed, it is
Kin gsley 's portrayal of Gandhi that makes the motion picture
so memorable. As Gandhi, Kingsley must age 50 years during
the film. In the process he must change from a vigorous, young
lawyer to the saintly martyr who captured the world's attention by willing a nation into being. I have never seen a more
successful transformation in a film. That it is done more with
subtleties of movement than with layers of make-up makes
the transformation even more impressive. In order to portray
someone of Gandhi's stature an actor must possess spiritual
presence, and here Kingsley is nothing short of astonishing.
His Gandhi is no mystic, but a man of practical political sense.
Attenborough's direction is intentionally low-key in order
to restore Gandhi to human dimension. The film is concentrated on the persuasive vision of Gandhi's spirit. I encourage
anyone who has not seen this film to see it , and those people
who have already savored it to savor it again . Because of the
film 's
length
it will be showing at 6:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., Friday 30,
September, and Saturday 1, October, not 7:30 as usual.

A Complete Line of Sporting Goods
Remember O 10% discount with Colby ID .
167 Main St. Fairfi eld
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Women in music
by Meghan Casey

Compositions and performances of music by women are
being showcased this semester at
Colby in a series titled "Women
in Music." The program is being
presented in conjunction with
Colby's theme for the academic
year, "Celebrating Diversity and
Confrontino Intolerance. "
"Women in Music: An
Underground History," a lecture
by Prof. Jane Bernstien of Tufts
University , will begin the series
this Thursday September 29 at 8
p.m.
Performances by accomplished
female musicians throughout the
semester will recognize the con¦
>t
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Full season sk i pass $165
Special earl y purchase price
Ends friday
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Remembe r: At $21 a day, it takes only 8
ski days to pay for your season pas s.
, Facu l ty and staff we l come !
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tributions women have made to
music. This Friday, September 30,
at 12:30 p.m. a recital by pianist
Margaret Small will take place in
Given Auditorium. Soprano Judy
Cornell will give a vocal recital on
October 7 at 8 p.m., as will
soprano Serena Kanig on October
19 at 8 p.m.
ihe featu red performance of
the series will be a jazz and blues
concert by musician Betty Carter
on November 12 at 8 p.m.
All events will take place in
Given Auditorium at Colby, with
the exception of Betty Carter 's
concert for which a place has not
yet been determined . The perforr
mances are all open and free to
the public,

_,

The Friendliest
Sports Shop in Town!
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Coffin national champ

Sr. Co-Capt. Mar sha Landau l eads charge
for women 's soccer. - Photo by
Laurie Shaver
'

. _ by David Bell
Last spring, Todd Coffin of Bath , Maine capped off a brilliant
four year athletic career at Colby by easily runnin g, away from the
field to win the NCAA III 3000 meter steeplechase and become the
first national champion in the college 's long athletic histor y.
A three time AH-American in the steeplechase event , Todd finished
sixth in the national race in his sophomore year , was second in his
junior year , and then , last May in Naperville , Illinois , in his last
college race , reached the pinnacle of his career with his eight second victory in 8:56.37. Almost from the start , there was little doubt
of what the result would be in the grueling race where one hurdles
four hip-high barriers and attempts to clear a twelve foot water jump
on each of the 7'/_ laps. Todd went to the head of the pack after
a lap and a half , and ran virtually alone the rest of the way. Even
during the two tough final laps , Todd easily j umped the barriers.
"His hurdling was just beautiful ," said coach Jim Wescott. "His
timing was flawless as he never stutter stepped or lost momentum.
H e re ally looked grea t . "
"I was surprised that I was able to run away from the entire field, "
Todd modestly admitted after the race . But to his coach , and t o
his teammates , there was little surprise. Since his second place Finish
the year before , when he ran a time of 8:55.48 , the fifth best
steeplechase time in the ten year history of the Division III track
and field cham p ionshi ps, the desire to win the national race burned deep within Todd . He had returned to the 1982 cross-country
season in his best sha pe ever , and it showed. Throughout the crosscoun ty and indoor track seasons , Coffin blazed t o vict or y in re cord
times. As the steeplechase season approached , Todd' s intensit y increased . He pushed pushed himself a little more in workouts , and
logged extra distance. .
" Todd' s concen tra t ion was ver y reco gnizabl y locked on a goal
tha t eluded him at the 1982 National Cham pionshi p s," commen ted
coach Wescott .
"I hav e t o admi t ," said Todd ,"t ha t I was a litt le disa pp oin t ed
with my second place . I really felt I was ready to win it my junior
year. I wanted the victory very much. "
And yet brin gin g t he school it s firs t na t ional t it le was only one
in a long series of accomplishments that Todd achieved. Throu ghout
his four years at Colby Todd was a Dean 's List student. Last spring,
he was voted the Donald P. Lake Award , the general a thle t ics award
given to the outstanding senior scholar-athlete.
In cross-coun try, the two-time captain holds the second fastest
Colby times on the 5-mile Mayflower Hill (26.36) and the Franklin
Park (in Boston) courses (24.09). In 1980 he was the State of Maine
cham pion . In 1982 he was the New England Division III cham pion.
In indoor t rack , Todd holds the freshman mile record (4:12.7),

the senior 5000 meter record (14:28.3), and has the second fastest
two mile time in Colby history at 8:53.3. He was the State of Maine
3000 meter champion three years in a row — in 1981 , 1982 and
1983.He was the New England Division III champion in 1982 and
1983. And , in 1982, he achieved A..-New England status with his
fifth place finish in the two mile run. He also became the first in
Colby history to win the Peter Dpran Awar d for excellence in track
all four year s of his ca r eer.

{continued on page 14)

Womens X-C
shows promise
The Colby Women 's Crosscoun try team is off and running .
Although Colby 's t eam is st ill
growing , it p romises t o be t he
strongest team yet . Returning upperelassmen include senior Debbie Scanlon , juniors Deb Lindberg, Ginger Prigge , Kelly MacPhail , and sophomores Kris
Giblin , Rachel Brandzel as well as
Lori Boyd .
i ne narricrs

are

unuer

me

leadershi p of a new coach , Jane t
MacColl Price , a former All
American runner from t he
Universi ty of Virginia. With the
aid of some impressive freshmen ,
Colb y compet ed in t he Bowdoin
Invi tational , ty in g USM for t hird
and beating out Lowell. UMO
took the meet with Bowdoin taking second .
Although it was a drizzly day,
there were some outstanding performances individuall y. Working
together throughout the 3.3 mile
race , Lindber g and Giblin finish-

ed firs t and second for Colby wit h
times of 22:01 and 22:02 respectively. Third and fourth places for
Colb y wer e t aken b y freshmen
Jeanne G uild and Dar y l Agney
whose times w ere 22:29 and 23 :50.
Betsy Brookshire , ano t her st ron g
freshman placed fif t h for Colb y
with a time of 24:11. Scanlon and
Pri gge finished out the top seven.
Ot her fr eshmen addin g much
needed de pt h were Rachel
Graham, Ingrid Ekstra n and
Priscilla Phinney .
This past weekend Colby competed in the CBB' s at home. Once
again Lindberg led the way running a fan tastic race wit h a personal
best of 20:45 for the 3.2 mile
course. Followin g Lindberg were
Guild and Pri gge, both with exceptional races . Agney, Graham ,
Brandzel and Scanlon finished out
the top seven. Colby looks forward to strong improvemen t in
their upcoming meets.

Women win first
by Norma Delaney

The Colby Women 's Soccer
team began its season on a high
note with an impressive 5-0
triu mph over Wheaton College oh
Sunday, September 18th. Colby ,
the stronger team , domina ted the
pace of the game with goals from
Leslie Melcher (two), Charmaigne
Twi gg, sophomore Patrice
Galvin , and one from Hea ther
Frasler/
The Mule 's game against a formidable Bowdoin squad* was
somewhat less successfu l, with
Colby on the losing end of a 2-0
decision , The . Colb y . women
played closely with Bowdoin during the first half , ns the Mules
allowed the game to get out of
, i . ;. ( t
reach . .,, :v , . . . . v. . .
In Saturday 's matchup against
Wellesley, Colby suffered a
frustratin g 2-1 defeat. Although

t hey con t rolled ' the ball for mos t
of t he game , the Mules couldn 't
seem to find the goal. The one
bri ght spot for Colby came on a
picture perfect goal by Debbie
Brooks , on a cross by Pa trice
Galvin which Brooks then head ed into the Wellcsiey net for the
Mules only score. With the loss to
Wellesley, the Colby Women 's
Soccer record now stands at 1-2.
Althou gh their early season performan ce might be somewhat less
than par , this year 's squad is well
quali fied for a produc tive season.
Wi th the addition of freshmen
Charmaigne Twigg at halfback
and Marianne MacDonald at
stopper , and returning All New
England pla yers, sophomore
Patrice Galvin and junior Leslie
Melcher, this year 's team Is certainl y highly skilled , Senior cocaptain Marsha Landau replied
that the .1983 squad Is an

"awesome team that just hasn 't
clicked yet. "
All in all , the Colby Women 's
Soccer team is a determined group
who have been workin g hard to
compete against the more skilled
teams added to their schedule this
year. Realizing the gr<$t skill and
depth of this year 's t eam , Coach
Terry Purlin expressed that their
goal this season is simply to "p lay
to their potential. " Senior cocaptain Mary Wh ite also added
that the team 's goal is to reach the
NIAC tournament this year , to
which Colby did not get invited to
lost i year , and also "to reven ge
their loss to Bowdoin. "
Throughout the rest of .t he 1983
season the Cpjby Women 's Soccer team is striving to demonstrate
the grea t calibre of this year 's
squad, continuing with their next
game against Tufts at. home this
weekend. " " ' "'
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Ginge r Prig ge & Daryl Agney compete in CBB meet , -y
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Soccer bows to Babson

by Tim Bonan g

Coming into Saturda y's game
wit h Babson , the Mules had improved with each game . The first
mat ch brcw ght an extremel y poor
effort and a 4-2 loss to Norwich ,
followed by a much improved 2-2
tie with Middlebury. Then , this
past Wednesday the Mules traveled south to Brunswick and turned back bitter CBB-rival Bowdoin
College, 1-0.
After three road games, Colby
returned to Loebs Field for the
start of a seven game homestand .
The opp onen t Bab son , a t eam
¦wi th a great tradition , proved to
be a worthy one havin g one of the
best pro gr ams in New En gland .
Despite the loss of the team 's top
four scorers t o gradu at ion , includin g an Ail-American , the
Beavers were rated the number 4
team in New England coming into the game.
Babson started the scorin g 9:45
int o t he game wh en Tim Nu gent

took an indirect kick from a teamma te and hi t Dan Caldico tt in
fron t of the net with a perfec t
pass . The Babson forward promptly slid the ball past goalie Tim
McCrystal , to give his team a 1-0
lead.
Babson held a slight territorial
advantage , uni t! Colby started to
pick up t he off ensive p ressur e.
Thi s, coupled with some fine ballhawking by the Mule defense
br ought Colby back on even keel,
as both teams were content to
make sloppy rushes at the goal.
Neither team could get a definite
ad van tage yet some quest ionable
officiating saw Colby get the bett er o f some ver y p h ys ical
exchan ges.
Babson struch again 44:40 into the first half , when the Beavers
scored on a cross from the ri ght
side. The play developed as an attempt by Colby to clear the ball
back to the keeper resulted in a
The rest of the game was played

out with both t eams missing some
excellent chances to score. The officiating was especially poor during this period , as both coaches
met at mid-field for a sort of tagt eam , verbal haran guin g of the
bewildered officials. Sta tist ically
the game ended a veritable standoff, both teams taking 10 shots on
goal , and Babson getting a 3-2 advan tage in corner kicks. Both
keepers wer e called on t o make 7
stops as both team 's strong
defense Limit ed t he numb er of
shots.
Colby Coach Mark Serdjenian

was pleased wit h t he play of his

charges , and cited the -whole
defensive unit for their fine effort.
F ullback Torg ny Anderson was
especially impre ssive playing an
excellent gam e from his fullback
p osition.
The Mules (1-2-1) next take the
field Wednesday against Bates ,
where they can clinch the CBB ti-

tie with a win.

shot-on McCrystal by a lungin g
Caldico tt . The ball hit M cCr ystal
in midsection , as he tried to cover
up, and bounded to the right side.
Babson "s Shawn Cunnin gham got
to t he ball fir st, and carri ed it to
the end line where he hit Brady
Bohfman in fron t of the net for
th e goal.
As the second half started it
became eviden t t he Mules would
have to communicate , and make
quick short passes to get back in
the game. This they did and came
up with a few good scorin g opportunities . Finall y, Babson 's slow
down ball control ta ctics delivered
Colb y their firs t and onl y goal of
the afternoon. Sophomore standout Mark Burk e kno cked down
an errant pass from a teammat e
and drilled it past the sprawling
Babson nctminder , turning a
broken play int o a goal, at 10:49.

Wesleyan downs Colby
by David Rocco
and Eric Coumou

The debu t of new head football coach Chris Raymond saw
Colby handed a 17-13 loss to the Wesleyan Cardinals , despite
aerial heroics late in the game by backup quarterback Mike
Ricci. Trailin g 17-0 at the end of three quarters , the Mules
led by Mike Ricci rallied with t wo four t h quar t er touchdowns ,
only to come up short by the game 's close. The Colb y loss
was a marked improvement from the 37-3 trouncing aUhe
hands of the Cardinals last season..
Commen ting on t he game , Raymond had some ver y
p osit ive feelin gs abou t t he defensive effor t, " we pla yed as a
t eam , which is cri tical . You can 't play as individuals on
defense. Holes only get smaller when you play as a team.
The stu bborn mule defense allowed only 96 yards rushin g
on 44 carries for an impressive 22 yards per carry. " Raymond added , "Teams that run consistently win football
games. We had a defense that can stop the run. " On Colby's attempted comeback Raymond noted ,"In the past Colby
t eams came ou t , played for 15 minutes and then quit. This
team wants to be good. You can 't win unless you believe you
can win and t ha t 's the battle ."
The first half of last Saturda y 's game ended scoreless as
neither team could capitalize on opponent' s mistakes. A Colby fumble recovery on a Ja y Kemble punt put the Mules on
the Wesleyan seven yard line , but the opportunity was
squandered as a pass interference call ended the drive.
Wesleyan fumbled again af ter recovering a Colby fumble and
drivin g to the Mule 10 yard line.
Colby opened the second half by fumbling on its first
possession , Wesleyan wasted no time in putting points on
the board as Cardinal senior quar terback Dave Ross connected with Ross Barrin ger on a 49 yard touchdows pass .
On Wesleyan 's next possession Ross hit Barringer for 48
yards , but the Cardinals had to settle for a field goal and
a 10-0 lead. Wesleyan finished their scorin g with another Ross

to

Barringer
pass
for
67
yards.
The four th quarter began with Ricci at the helm. A counter
criss-cross play brought Colby and the Wesleyan 12. Peter
Dooling curved the ball to the 1 and Mike Marra pushed the
ball across. Ja y Kemble added the extra point making it 17-7
Wesleyan.
Late in the fourth quarter ,. Colby att acked again with Ricci
lof t ing passes t o Francis Kelley for 16 yards and Dooling for
37 yards. Ricci 's pass t o Doolin g was "ri ght on t he mone y"
said Raymond. Another pass to Rich Erb fell short at the
1 yard line. Marra then went in to score with 33 scores remainin g in the game. With the idea of winnin g the game with
a field goal , Colb y att empt ed a 2 poin t conversion on a fake
kick but was unsuccessful.
On the quarterback situation Raymond noted happily, "! ,
has been taken out of my hands. Ricci came into the ball
game with nothing to lose and moved the ball. "
"Some non-s tarters stand on the sidelines and mope so
when t hey do get t he chance , t hey don 't move anything out
of it. Mike Ricci is not one of these individuals , he listens
to me." added the coach. Raymond feels strongly that if a
player listens to him, he will develop into a fine ball player.
The quarterback battle between sophomores Ricci and
Kemble , is one which will only make the team better. "It 's
not over until last day of senior year. Kemble is a talent as
well as a great person ," said Raymond.
Raymond feels confident about the effectiveness of the
wing T-offense here at Colby. "There are scientific studies
which show tha t when the winged-T is stopped , 73 percen t
of the time it is an assignment mistake and not a potent
defense which is responsible for the failure. " he said. Raymond believes that " we'll be on firm ground soon , no t hin g
t ha t ha pp ened ou t t here can 't be correc ted. "
On Paren ts' Weekend the White Mules will play in
Worces ter , MA aglnst the WPI Boilermakers. Coining off
a respectable showing against Wesleyan , Colby should fare
well on Saturday.
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Mens XC a suprise
by Paul Mooney

Colby cross-country coach Jim

and Amhers t. Paced by junior cocaptains Tom Pickering and Art
Feeley, t he Mules placed four of
the top five runners to finish with
a low t otal of 22 poin t s, eleven
better that Bentley 's 33. Pickering
and Feeley led with times of 24:59
and 25:15 respectively over the
five mile course , and were supported by Phil Thornton (4th ,
25:21 ), Hans Ha gen (5t h , 25:24),
Kevin Farley (10th , 25:48), Mike
Misner (16th , 26:27), and Bill
Donahue (18th , 26:29). The victory raised Colby 's 1983 meet
record to 2-0 and avenges a loss
to Bentley a year ago.
Although coach Wescott admits
that early-season meets are
rela tively unimportant , he is extremely pleased with his young

t eam 's performance over the first
two outings. Especially encouraging has been the emergence of
several outstanding freshman runners , includin g Thornton , Ha gen ,
Misner , and Kevin Coyle, any of
whom is capable of finishin g in
the top two or three. Wescott
hopes that these new runners ,
t oget her wi t h his vet erans , will
provide the depth hecesary to contend for the more important lateseason meets.
Wescott believes in a "lowkeyed approach" toward the early
part of the season. He hopes to
brin g his team alon g slowly t o
have them shar p for t he sta te and
NESCAC meets in late October
and the New England championships in November. Nevertheless ,
he sees his runners ' successt hus
far as "confidence-buildin g," and
important
in the team 's
development.
Colby will next meet Bowdoin
at home on Saturday, the race
starting at 11:00.
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XC runners..

Wescott 's reac tion was one of
"pleasan t surprise ," followin g
Saturda y's vict ory at Franklin
Park , Bost on , over Bentley.Tuf ts
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In outdoor track , Todd was the steeplechase champion in the 1981
Sta te of Maine championships State Meet, and the N.E. Division
Ill' s' champion in 1981, 1982, and 1983 , and the All-New England
champion in 1981 . His 1983 victory in the Division Ill' s in 8:55.48
established a meet record and is the fastes t time In N.E. Division
III history. He also was the Maine 1500 meter champion in 1983,
establishing another State Meet record of 3:52.8. Todd ; presently
holds four school records: in the steeplechase , end the 3200, 6400
and distance medley relay events, Overall , Todd broke school records
ten times, collected some sort of New England honor eighteen times,
and lost only four steeplechase races his entire career ;
"I am convinced ." said coach Wescott , "tha t Todd was the most
consistent, and in Division 3 the most dominating distanc e runner
in the last fotir years. Moreover , Todd was an exemplary "studentathlete , "He carefully balanced his academic, athletic and social
endeavors to fully enjoy the 'Colby experience ', and establish a successful life-style for the future. '1
A ecology major, Coffin is now attending Purdue University 's
graduate school of engineering after finishing fifth In the steeplechase
event in the Switzerland national cham pionships this summer!

Week inspprt$
Fri. Sept. 30
Women!s Tennis-University of Vermont

A 4:00

Sat. Oct. 1 .
FootbalI--WPI
Men's Soccer-Tufts
Men's Cross Countiy-Bowdoin '
Women's Field Hockey-Tufts
Women's Cross Country-Bates Invitational
Women's Soccer-Tufts

A 1:30
H 2:00
H 1:00
H 1:00
A 1:00
H. 1:00

Mon. Oct..3
Men's "B" Soccer-Bridgton

H 3:00

Wed. Oct. 5
Men's Soccer-Thomas
Women's Field Hockey-USM
Women's Field Hockey-USM
Women's "B" Soccer-Thomas

H
A
A
H

3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
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by Bob Aube
of the
best
Last year, Colby's women's ^ennis team had one
seasons of any team at the school, ending the regular season with
an impressive 10-1 record. Their year culminated with a state championship and a fifth place finish in the New Englands. This year's
squad has picked up right where last year 's left off. With victories
in their first three matches, the Mules are off to a fine start in defense
of their state title.
The outlook was not so hopeful corninginto the season, with only
two seniors and one junior returning from last year. Three of the
top four singles players were lost to graduation. However, the
younger players have come through extremely well in the early matches for coach Laura Carson. A strong cast of sophomores and a
talented group of freshmen have combined to make the Mules strong
again. Among the soc singles players are four sophomores, with four
freshmen forming the last two doubles teams. They have played well
enough to enable Colby to defeat Colby-Sawyer (9-0), TJMO (8-1),
and Bates (6-3).
.
The team is led by senior captain Sandy Winship. Winship was
9-2 as the number-two singles player last year. This year she is playing
in the number-one slot and has handled the added pressure so far,
winning her first three matches. Kathy Soderberg, in the numberfive position, is the only other senior. She too has won all of her
matches. The remainder of the singles spots are filled by sophomores.
Deb Potter has moved up from fifth singles to second , with Sue
Pearson the number-three slot. Sonja Muehlmann number-four, and
Norma Delaney number-six. Potter , Muehlmann, and Delaney have
also won their first three matches.
The number-one doubles team is comprised of sophomore Alison
Capstick and junior Wendy Neville. The second and third doubles
are made dp of four freshmen; Roma Vasa, Sue Payne, Erin
Borgeson, and Krissie Ralff. They have combined to win five of
six matches, providing a big lift for the whole team. Borgenson and
Ralff have won all of their matches, with a particularly excellent
performance coming against Bates (6-0,6-0 victory). The squad is
completed by sophomores Karen Mitchell and Karen Weafer, two
first-year players who have yet to see action.
Coach Carson says she is hoping for a .500 season. "Anything
extra would be icing on the cake," she commented. Beyond that
the team hopes to defeat Bowdoin and reclaim the state championship . The state championships are slated to take place at Bates on
October 15-16. Besides Bowdoin, the other big challenges for Colby will be Vermont and New Hampshire. They travel to Vermont
for a match tomorrow. UNH was the only team to beat the Mules
last year,and coach Carson expects the Wildcats to be tough again
this year. They will be the next home foe for Colby, visiting here
October 13.

Women 's tennis continues to be a
success at Col by . Photo by Tad Al l yn

Slow start for
field hoc key

by Kimberly Fitch
Colby Womens Field Hockey is
off to a slow start this season
dropping its first two decisions to
Wheaton and Bates 5-0 and 1-0
respectively.
Varsity co-captain Letty
Roberts, confident of future team
play, feels that the spirit and experience of the seven returning
seniors will strengthen the squad.
"The forward line is played
primarily by freshmen," Roberts
noted. "Play will pick up'once the
offense and defense act as a unit. "
Pointing put that Colby has yet to
score in a game, co-captain Sheila
Ryan believes that once the Mules
break the ice, things will begin to
click. Both Ryan and Roberts are
certain that the Mules will have a
winning season.
Coach Debbie Pluck does not
feel that the outcomes of Colby's
first two contests are indicative of
the remainder of the season. Ac-
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Leslie Me lcher in Colby vs. Bowdoin.
Photo by Laurie Shaver
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cording to Pluck, although goals
were scored on the Mules during
the first half of the Wheaton
game, Colby held back its opponent in the second half, pressuring until time ran out. Pluck says
that this vigor will become a winning force for the club in games
to come.
Against Bates, the mules were
involved in a much closer battle
losing by a narrow 1-0 margin.
Coach Pluck was pleased with
Kathy Nickerson'.' outstanding
performance .in goal, also cites
Kathy Hughes, and senior Sharon
Kehoe as standouts on defense,
The team showed some bursts pf
offensive clout when Letty
Roberts controlled the ball near
the goal, where upon two Colby
shots were denied by the Bate 's
keeper.
The Mules compete against
Tufts at home on Saturday at
1:00.
. .
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Before 9pm- no admission charge
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AND COME TASTE
SOME GOOD HOME COOKI NG AT

Under new management .
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Help a friend ge t through
the day withouta cigarette

They might just quit
forever. And that's

important.Because good
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friends are hard to find.
And even tougher to lose.
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Regular $65.°°
Two gre at looks crafted of leather In the fine

Watch this space for a photo
developing special in the nex t Echo

Bass tradition oi Main e hand-sewn loa fers.

See us for your outof-s ) tate pres cription needs

Choose the tassel or p enny loafer In anti que

Visit us on Wednesday & recleve 10% off
on all non-sale merchan dise

brown or black , for dres s or casual wear.
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Notes from the Was hington scene
by Maxwell Glen and Cody
Shearer
(Note : Glen and Shearer

are

Washin gt on columnis ts who will
be appearing
ECHO)

weekly in the

WASHINGTON - Democratic
iParty Chairman Charles Manatt
would have t o admi t t ha t t he
gender gap has been this year 's
best news. So long as the disparity between men and women in
their opinion of Ronald Reagan
continues , the Democrats could
avoid embarrassing defeat next
"year by billing themselves as the
women 's party .
Yet Manatt
and other
Democratic leaders may not
deserve the "Great Emancipator "
label. As two aspiring female candida t es for t he 1984 Democra t ic
vice pr esidential nomination have
discovered , women are welcome
only up to a point.
Seeking the No. 2 slot are Rep.
Lind y Bo gg s , a five-term
Democra t from Louisiana and
widow of the late Democratic
powerhouse Hale Boggs, and Barbara Marx Hubbard , a priva t e
citizen . Boggs thinks that the curren t Democra t ic con t enders are
borin g. Unless the party balances
the t icke t wit h a woman , she contends , Democra ts will only p ut the
electorate to sleep next year. Op-

position to the use of federal
fund s for abor t ions shouldn 't
mak e her too controversial for the
nod , says Boggs, who hasn 't officially announced her candidacy.
M eanwhile , Hubbaard has
und ertaken a more issue-oriented
cam paign. . A resident of
Washington , D.C , she's already
registered her campaign with the

F ederal Election Commission and

organized supporters in different
state s. Hubbard has even encouraged some of her supporters
to become delegates at next summer 's n at ional conven t ion in San
Francisco. This fac t ha s u pset
some Democra t ic offi cials , who
alread y complain t ha t Hubbard ,
an heires s to the Marx toy fort une , refuses to work with the
party.
Manatt would prefer that
Boggs, Hubbard or any other
potential woman VP candidate
put her aspirations on hold. He
worries that a gender-balanced
t icke t migh t be t oo con t rov ersial
and could sp oil t he unified ima ge
he 's seekin g .
Yet Manatt 's reserva t ions ma y
have been best explained by an
aide: " Chuck doesn 't unders tand
wh y a woman would be doin g t his
af t er all the Democra ts have done
for them. "

Editor

N ash Rob bi ns

David Rocco

A flair for public relations?
Hustler magazine publisher Larry
Flynt , who for the sake of publicity, recent ly ou t ra ged members of
Congress by sending them lifetime
subscriptions , is giving serious
considera tion to running for the
1984 Re p ublican presiden t ial
nomina tion - again , for the
publicity.
O nl y hours before t he Sena te
Fo rei gn Rela t ions Commi tt ee
voted last Tuesda y t o recommend
defea t for a nuclear freeze resolut ion , freeze movemen t leaders
huddled in a down t own Quaker
meet ing house t o plot fu t ure
strategy , there was little agreemen t amon g t he par t ici pan ts,
however. In one camp are those
activists who insist on moving
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Circulation Manager

Bill Donah ue

Sports Editor

Why is George McGoverm running for president? According to
political associates , the former
senator from South Dakota first
discussed the idea last O ctober
with Michael Harpster , his former
college lecture agent. The idea
then , as .it is today, was to conduct a progressive campaign to
keep McGovera before the public
eye. McGovcrn and Harpster
rea soned that such an effort
would ultimately pay off in more
college lecture dates and bigger
fees.
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cautiously (engaging, for example, in such effor ts as a walka thon
Oct. 1). The other faction favors
confrontation , in the stive of some
European activists , and is likely to
prevail ;

an all-women's school , Keppler
will have t o notify Uncle Sam tha t
none of Smith' s aid recipient s has
registered , thou gh women ar en 't
required to anyway .

Regulations requiring federal
financial aid recipients to prove
they 've registered with the Selective Service System have annoyed
many college officials , but none
more than Anne Kepler. As financial aid director of Smith College,

bolstered AIDS re sear ch fund s

Despite criticism for having

with money diverted from other
health projects , t he Whi t e Hous e
receives good marks for it s
response to the epidemic, congressional sources say. In particular ,
they credit Health and Human

Resources Assistant Secretary Edward Brandt , a sometimes cont roversi al figure 4, with encouraging W hite H ouse compromises
and meetin gs with homosexual
grou p s.
That 'll show 'em: When their

husb ands re cent ly voted for the

lar gest defense authorization bill
ever , at least three wives of Senate
Democrats refused to serve their
spouses dinner.
Maine Artists

From the Editors -

Changes needed
When President Cotter arrived at Colby in the Fall of 1979, there were no black
students in the Freshman class, and almost none in the rest of the school. He determined t o do somet hin g abou t t he lack of div ersi ty on cam pus, and established the
Bunche scholarshi p t o a tt rac t minori ty st uden t s ca p able of t he work demanded by
Colby 's classes.
To some extent , Cotter was successful. There were more than ten black students
in the next year 's Freshman class. But since then , the numbers have dro pped steadily, un t il t his y ear , which brou gh t onl y t hree blacks t o t he school.
Clearly, Presiden t Cotter deserves praise for his efforts . His is an uphill battle;
a tt rac t in g minori ty st uden t s t o a predomina t ely whi t e school in rura l Maine canno t
be easy. Even the secondar y goal , t ha t of t eachin g st uden ts alread y here abou t racism
and its effects , is difficul t , for no t onl y is Colb y removed p hysicall y from t he ou t side
world , but the intolerance that exists on campus is hidden , lar gely ins t it u t ionalized
and un conscious. Furthermore , contact between majority and minority students is
minimal , and so little is learned by either group.
Neit her t ask , however , is impossible. Despite minority 's apparent lack of interest
in Maine schools (in 1982, only 1.9 percent of Bowdoin 's p op ula t ion was black , and
Bat es' and Colb y's percentages were even smaller - 1.5 for the former and 1.1 for
the latter. The statistics arc similar for other schools in the stat e), chan ges can be
made t o increase Colby 's draw .
This year 's Freshman theme , Celebra ting Diversity and Confrontin g Intolerance ,
is, of course , a beginning . But that is all it is, and much of it s ac tual effec t will be
measured af ter this year , by the lasting changes it engenders in Colby.
These chan ges must come at all levels of the school, in t he adminis t ra t ion , the faculty
and the students. They must encompass not only the obvious , t he ins t it u t ionalized
racism which is comparatively easy to change , bu t also takes place within the people
here . The lessons are hard ones, not easily come by, but in facing the racism that
exist s everywh ere , and in recognizin g its effects on all of us, we can chan ge and ,
perha ps, so can the world .
Many suggestions for chan ges have already been voiced . Roger Bowen has put forth
the idea that the essay topic on Colby 's admissions forms be chan ges to one involving racism or intolerance. The pur pose for this would not be to keep out racists
(although It might be used for this), bu t rather to introduce perspective students to
the college outlook , to set the tone for their ,st_y at Colby from the very first exchange.
Other suggestions call for changes in tho curriculum such ns a lar ger black studies
pro gram. Still others describe changes within present classes, to utilize more black
literature in everything from languages to psychology .
In the end , however, it may be that the exact changes mat ter less than the fact
of the changes . What is important now is .that we work together to learn about our
prejudices , and to chan ge them.
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Frate rnities are n 't every thing they 're cracked up-o r dow n-to be

To the Editor:
The movement to abolish
fraternities is a cause worth supporting despite some of the
reasons proudly advanced for it.
Therefore, as debate over this
issue sharpens, opponents of
fraternities should strengthen their
position by discarding several illusions about what abolition can
achieve. First, it is helpful to keep
in mind that fraternities are not,
as some vocal critics seem to
believe, the conspiratorial root of
all evils on campus and beyond.
Those who naively hope that the
demise of these groups will end all
anti-social behavior, automatically release vast reserves of untapped creativity, and ensure that
1700 students find fulfillment in

a town of limited cultural and
social diversity, are heading for
disappointment or-trauma , depending on their characters. The
harsh fact is that the problems and
excesses of campus life are not
confined to fraternities alone.
Moreover, a number of worthwhile events at Colby have been
fraternity-sponsored (including
some successful charitable activities). -Therefore it should be
acknowledged that elimination of
fraternities will demand considerably greater initiative by individual students in building an
active and rewarding campus life.
Once these sobering shades of
gray are fully recognized, the campaign against fraternities can free
itself of inflated charges and expectations, and present the call for

Mules good

abolition not as a cost-free
panacea but simply a sad necessity. Such a case would be amply
compelling.
The essential reason to abolish
fraternities is that their contributions to college life are outweighed by their fostering of abuses too
severe to permit and too deeprooted to augur radical reform.
These social costs have been incisively detailed by Cal McKenzie
in his outstanding column (Echo,
April 7, 1983). A brief inventory
of these debits w ou ld inclu de the
inherent discriminatory nature of
social clubs that exclude women,
and the unfairness of awarding
superior housing privileges to ex-

clusive groups. A further problem
is the frequent trashing and persistent neglect of fraternity property, which has embarrassed the
college into rerouting tours away
from the area. Still more disturbing is the periodic violence at
fraternity parties and the chronic
harassment of women, both verbally and by such dehumanizing
acts as "netting" and "lodging."
Claims by defenders of fraternities that these acts have occurred less frequently in recent years
would be more inspiring if referring to life at a reformatory rather
than at a college. Particularly for
the v icti m, the alleged downward
trend in abuses is a bit too gradual

y

To the Editor:
As two alumni living way down
south here in Massachusetts
(remember Massachusetts?), we
have been much impressed with
the news coverage being accorded oar dear Alma Mater. In not
one, but several major
newspapers, we have seen astoun-

ding articles concerning what appears to be one of the most significant movements in the last fifty
years of Colby's history, namely
the substitution of our much loved and respected Colby Mule for
a grossly oversized animal that
spends most of its life dredging
decaying plant matter off the bottom of murky ponds. To us, that
old mule really means a lot in our
recollections of Colby College and
Waterville, Maine. "The sterile
offspring of an ass," huh? Well,
we feel very strongly that in the
interest of continuing the noble
traditions of this noble school, the
mule should be saved. After all,
in the words of one of the great
minds of our generation,"if the
shoe fits, wear it."
Don Ulin and Tom Pugh

The ECHO encourages letters to 'the editor. Letters must be received by Monday night before publication and must be signed , although the author 's name
will be withheld upon request. All editorials are the
opinion of the editor only . Commentaries are the opinion of the author only, and do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the ECHO.

Barn ey the Beaver

Exclusivist values and anti-social
abuses cannot lightly be cancelled ou t even by good deeds, let
alone parties.
In all, the abolition of fraternities at Colby is clearly indicated
by a consideration of the problems they have posed or compounded. One should recognize at
the outset that this is a painful
step that will not , in itself, resolve
all the difficulties of campus life.
It is nonetheless vital for the
greater good of the college, and
that should be enough to prompt
the trustees to act.
Rob Weisbrot
Department of History

Change not always good
by David Mace

(Note: This letter was sent to the
ECHO last year, in response to an
editorial proposing that Colby
adopt the Noble Moose as its
mascot, over the White Mule. A
breakdown in equipment
prevented it from being printed
until now. Several others defending the mule were also received ,
but were lost over the summer.)

to warrant celebration, as opposed to unsparing cerebration about
the continued presence of
fraternities.
One could of course compile an
alternative list of benefits stemming from fraternity activities. Noone would deny the importance of
friendship , loyalty, philanthropic
concern and the like, even though
one can presumably develop these
qualities outside the fraternities as
•well. Still, the ideal of an open
society for women as well as men,
and the imperative of reducingthe
tendencies toward violence and
harassment must take precedence
over appeals for groups that offer "compensating" advantages.

As students of a liberal arts school, one of the things that
we are constantly told is that we should (must?) be receptive
to new concepts and ideas. By accepting new methods of
thought we broaden ourselves, thereby achieving the goals of
a liberal arts education. Changes are good for us, we're told ,
they help,us learn and grow. To prepare us fcr the advanced
society in which we live, we must be educated in the most
modern way possible. But must there not come a time when
we are forced to question change? Is it always better for us?
These are questions which we must ask ourselves in regard to
the current issue of fraternities on campus.
A commission on campus life has already held meetings in
various cities on the east coast, and will soon convene meetings
in Portland and here at Colby itself. One of the issues on the
agenda will be to determine whether or not fraternities and
sororities are "appropriate within the context of campus
life".To be more specific , the commission is trying to decide
if frats are"proper"for a liberal arts school, and if so, in what
way. At the same time, the fraternities themselves are under
close scrutiny by the administration, and the prevalent attitude
on campus seems to one of'The frats are in trouble". The
entire fraternity system appears to be in the midst of a rather
thorough shake-up, if not wholesale elimination . The question I am forced to ask myself at this time is why? Why the
sudden need for such grand changes? In the past year I have
heard the frats termed "a tradition whose time has ended".
Are we so carried away with our rush to be
"modern ","liberal",and "up to date"that we are willing to
ignore tradition?
The charges abound, all of them stemming from what some

individuals view as a threat to Colby 's image as a true liberal
arts school."Frats are selective housing." Granted, but only
to an extent. Isn't all housing "selective" in its own way? Don't
all people try to live together in the same dorm, on the same
floor* in the same hall , or in the same room with people they
want to be with? Any time a population is brought together
the natural tendency is for groups to form within the body.
Or are we, as liberal arts students , supposed to be above this
sort of thing? Perhaps we should have our roommates assigned
to us every year, not just as freshmen? "Frats are sexually
discriminatory. " Granted again, but again with reservations.
Is the fact that the administration will not grant sororities housing space sufficient reason to shut down frats on a charge of
discrimination? Why not sorority houses? This would give Colby women a chance to experience the many positive aspects
of a fraternal organization. Or would this be too liberal? I
can almost hear a speaker at the hearings or an administration representative calling sorority houses "A change whose
time has not yet come."
Fraternities and sororities do have a place at a liberal arts
college. They offer an alternative to dormitory or off-campus
housing, give their members a positive experience they will
benefit from long after graduation, and make vital contributions to both social life here at Colby and to the surrounding
community, To sweep them away under the guise of progress
would be a tragic error, and one which can be avoided . Creation of sorority houses and implementing other steps to insure improvement in the system would be a step in the right,
direction. One can only hope that student input at the coming hearings will be both favorable and in great volume, lest
all of the fraternities become merely a memory of a by-gone
era of liberal arts education.

b y Kamoo

Stu-A meets Bates
The Student Association (StuA) met with Bates September 18,
to produce ideas on how the two
schools can coordinate more activities and discuss differences in
student governments. Bowdoin
was also to attend the meeting,
but did not appear.

NE Review
paper. It is temporarily funded by
the Student Activities Council.
The REVIEW'S editors hope to
gain enough recognition, respect,
and support to receive foundation
contributions, and donations. The
paper is also seeking advertising
to raise funds.
"Right now things are proceeding smoothly, '.' reported
Staley. He stated that the Colby
Administration strongly supports
the paper and that its future will
now rely on students' interest and
cooperation.
One thousand copies of the first
issue will be published. Five hundred of these will be circulated at
Colby.
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Among the possibilities discuss- exchanged ways of providing sered was a seafood cookout with vices for students. Vittands exBates in the spring. An- plained to the Bates representative
nouncements of lectures in the how the Sugarloaf bus has been
school newspapers and transpor- set up, and learned how Bates
tation to the schools for the lec- manages to produce a yearbook
tures are also possibilities. free for seniors. RLC also learnthat
Chase
Residential Life Council ed
Hall
Chairperson, Kaiya Vittands, (Bates 'equivalent to RLC) proreported that there is a chance vides most of the entertainment
Colby and Bates will pool money for students because there are no
in order to get more well-known fraternaties at Bates. A meeting
will be set up next semester to
groups for concerts.
Vittands also said the councils discuss plans in greater detail.

Rugb y van dalism

cont. r rom p. 6

Seitzinger spoke to the Dean of
Students at Holy Cross about the
vandalism. The Holy Cross dean
determined who was in each
carload of players arriving at Colby frornm Holy Cross. By correlating the approximate times
these carloads arrived at Colby
with the times that the violence occured, he was able to narrow the
number of players possibly
responsible for the incident down
to 15.

These players travelled back to
Colby last week, and witnesses
and victims of harassment were

Th ird Floor

able to identify four of the players
as guilty. These students have
been suspended for the semester.
The students deny the acts of
violence and, according to Seitzinger, may protest their suspension. The Holy Cross dean has not
yet decided whether or not to take
action on the rugby club as a
whole.
Seitzinger praised the Colby
rugby team for their help in
"quelling the Holy Cross players"
and emphasized that they were in
no way responsible for the
vandalism.
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Freshmen discuss Hunger of Memory
by Diana Dorsey
As part of Freshmen Orien tation , the class of 1987 participated
in several discussions of this year 's
freshmen book , HUNGER OF
MEMORY , by Richard Rod riquez. The book is an
autobiography of a lower class
Hispanic yout h who overcomes
the language barrier to become, as
he calls himself , a " scholarship
student " This year the Freshman
Book Program is being conducted
inconj unction with the theme of
"Celebrating Diversity and Confronting Intolerance" which will
involve many other events on
campus; culminating ina campus
visit and presentation by Mr.
Rodri guez in January . The
Rodri guez book is relevant to this
theme because he t akes , a cont roversial stand against bilingual
educa tion and affirmative action .
Most of the program's events
took place during Orientation
Weekend. The class of '87
assembled in the Field House to
hear a panel composed of faculty, adminis trators and a student
leader discuss the book and its implications. After this initial
"discussion," t he class broke up
into smaller groups in t heir dorms
and participated in a more intimate discussion with dorm staff
and a facul ty member.
One of the purposes of the
Freshman Book Pro gram is to
create a feeling of unity among the
freshman class members. Enterin g
freshmen come from different
sections of the count ry but, according t o Professor Richard Moss
the reading of HUNGER OF
MEMORY is something that they
should all have in common,
The program is also aimed at
teaching freshmen to think and
read critically. Moss, a member of
t he Faculty committ ee which
selected
HUNGER
OF
MEMORY, believes that "a book
is something you make your own
by crit icizing it, analyzin g it, and
maybe even rejecting it. The goal
of educa tion is to think critically,
not just to memorize facts and
informa tion ."

With this in 'mind, Freshman
ar e encouraged not to believe all
that they read; they are encouraged to analyze material . for
themselvesandthen make up their
own minds abou t issues.
The efficacy of t he Freshman
Book P rogram is, as yet , unclear.
Moss admit s t hat it is "hard to
qualif y the affects (of the

Freshman Book Progra m)" and
that "you can't define success until people have gone throug h the
program and then t en years down
the road you can see how it affects
t hem."
Last year 's F reshman Book,
THE KENNEDY IMPRISONMENT , by Gary Wills, was a

questi onable success. Carolyn
Rhodes '86 felt that the book read

like "a cheap raunchy magazine
at a grocery store . " Moss admitted that there was " a negat ive
reac tion to Gary Will s. "
However , t his year t he program
seems to have had more success.
Freshman claim that the
~
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Rodriguez book , unlike it s
predecessor , is easy t o read and
understand.
Tentatively the Freshm an Book
for the class of '87 will concern a
dilemma of science (i.e. genetic

engineering or nuclear power) .

The format for t he program will
change; the large panel discussion
will most likely be replaced wit h
smaller discussion sect ions in an
attempt to make the program
more informal and relaxed .

His hangups are Hilarious
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There is an intercollegiate
ski team at Colhy.
Yes-

it trains at Sugarlo af
& the Carabasset Touring Center
Yes- it travels throughout ME, NH & VT
AND Yesyou too can join!!!
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Fr iday thru Monday at 7:00&9:00 , a lso
Mat inees Saturday S Sunday at 1:00

The Colby Ski Team is just one aspect
of the Colby Ski Club. The club can provide
recre ationa l gate train ing, night skiing, a
tune-up shop and more for anyone interested.
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Ski Giib Informational Meeting
Thurs, Sept. 26 6:30 pm
Smith Room , Roberts
INTERESTED RACERS:
Dryland Traii -ing Begins in 2 Weeks!
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due by 5pm AAonday fo r the following issue , at the ECHQ office

Racism retreat conducted
by Mary McNear

The committee on Celebrating Diversity, Confronting Intolerance
sponsored a racism retreat on September 24. The sixteen students
and fifteen faculty members participating examined the impacts of
racism on faculty and students.
Dr. John F. Noonan, Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences,
Iona College and Dr. Adelaide Simpson, member of the Psychology
Department, Virginia Commonwealth University, directed the
retreat. Noonan and Simpson's goals for the retreat were to concentrate on inadvertent racism in the classroom, as well as staffstudent and student-student relations outside the classroom. They
also examined built in biases of a white middle class staff towards
black students, and ways in which white faculty may be insensitive
to the particular circumstances of black students. These insensitives
might include the use of derogatory terms and terms not considered
inoffensive by whites but offensive by blacks'. Dr. Noonan, who
participates in similar racism retreats four to six times a year , has
had a great deal of experience in this field. In the late 1970's and
early 1980's, he worked to develop programs in which teachers and

black students examined racial assumptions and practices.
"I hope people will be aware of their assumptions and of the effects of race onjte aching, and that they will do what they can to
prepare students to live in a multiracial world," Noonan said.
"It's an unpleasant subject," Dr. Noonan added."Seminars that
deal with it draw a lot of energy, and often leave people feeling
helpless about the subject. "
Noonan felt that most of Colby 's racial problems were those common to other schools, but added that Colby's situation hurts its
minority enrollment; Colby 's rural, northern location is not always
appealing to minority students. They, tend to prefer an urban location which has more to offer culturally and in which they feel more
comfortable.
The retreat, however, appeared to generate enthusiasm from all
sides. Professor Dallas Brown, a faculty participant, was impressed that so many people took the time to come to the meeting. "I
hope momentum will be.enough to carry us through the year and
beyond," he said.

Some participants in the retreat believed that the evxamination of
the impacts of racism on faculty and students was too general, and
not geared enough towards Colby's particular situation. The group,
for example, learned about how certain subjects and class structures
can inadvertently promote racism (i.e.: a lack of minority authors
on a curriculum reading list).~ Aside from these insights, most felt
not enough concrete detail about student interaction and subtler
forms of racism were covered.
One important issue raised at the retreat was the fact that most
students are unaware of amy racial issues at Colby, Professor Roger
Bowen estimated that 90 percent of the white students here would
say there is no racial attitude at Colby. He feels this is because there
is a small minority population and students here have little contact
—
with them.
"The thing that stuck out," Noonan said of the program,"was
that Colby has a one year committment to the subject and a president that is committed to solving the problem. "

Dean opposes IFC-J verdict
put them on probation for one month . ATO has protested this probation, which is slated to end during the first week of next month.
Because DU is on social probation through Sept. 30 they are not
allowed to serve alcohol to non-DU members. According to
Michaud , a keg, which at first was only for the DU brothers, drew
several outsiders to the fraternity. He added , however, th at the keg
was shut off when freshmen arrived. Due to this and the fact that
it was a small gathering, no action was taken.

by Brad Fay
The Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC-J) found two fraternities not
quilty of wrongdoings during orientation week. However, Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger opposed the organization 's verdict concerning ATO.
» Three charges were brought against ATO. Steve Michaud , the
IFC-J Chief Justice, said the' charges were serving alcohol to
freshmen, serving alcohol during orientation week, and holding an
unregistered social event.
IFC found the fraternity not guity because a single individual,
who confessed before the IFC-J hearing on Thursday, was found
responsible for the violations. According to Michaud, the party
began as a small one for COOT leaders, but work of the party spread
and the party grew.
Seitzinger said that she accepted the part of the decision saying
that fraternity rales were violated. However, she said, "I don 't agree
with the IFC-J's assessment of the responsibility. " She felt that all
the members of the f raternitywere communally responsible and thus
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Now at the start of its second year, the IFC-J has run into a problem of getting people from Colby Safety and Security to the hearings to present their cases. Michaud acknowledged that effort must
be made to notify them of the hearings sooner.
The IFC-J consists of three fraternity members, John Ayer, Buster
Clegg, and Michaud and two faculty members, Dallas Brown and
Ed Yetarian. Each student is from a different fraternity. To maintain impartiality, a judiciary member will step down if his own fraternity is involved. For example, because John Ayer is a member of
DU, he did not vote on that case last week.
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Doug Terp, immediate past president of the IFC, formed the IFC-J
primarily because he wanted , to get faculty members involved with
the fraternities. Faculty involvement will decrease their misconceptions about fraternities, Terp said. "The faculty members of the
IFC-J.can tell other faculty at their meetings what is happening, "
Terp added.Before last year, the IFC handled fraternity problems itself. They
gained this right several years ago from the Dean of Student's office.
Possible actions the IFC-J may take are: a warning, social probation, suspension or expulsion , or nothing. Michaud said 75 percent of the decisions are social, probation. The average probation
is two weeks.
In reference to the Trustee's commision that is studying residential life, including the fraternity system, Greg Shefrin , IFC-J Vice
President said, "We have to show them that we can handle our own
problems-then it will work."
About ten case, were heard last year. Most of them, Michaud
said, stemmed from hazing during the second semester. Many cases
were quite minor, he added. .
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Take advantage of the wealth of knpwledge
available from your Government. The U.S.
Government Printing Office has produced a
new catalog. It tells about the most popular
books sold by the Government—nearly
1,000 in all. Books on agriculture , business,
children , diet, energy, health , history,
space, and much more . For a free
copy of this new catalog, write— ;

New Catalo g

Post Office Box 37000
Washington , D.C. 20013
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4 Kenned y Drive , Waterville
**** WE ARE YOUR LATE NIGHT PIZZA & SUB SHOP ****
e 7& 10 inch pizza — 15 inch party size pizza 9
•

•

Roast beef subs — Chefs salads

9

Turkey subs — Grinders

°

Meat ball subs — Tuna subs

*

'

•
•

"

•

-

•

Lobster & crab meat rolls

•

¦
•

tt 0 • • • o •

•

•

•

• «• •

• •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

. .

•

•

•

** KEGS & BAR BOTT LES IN STOCK **
•
s

.

Genese draft beer balls in stock

•

• 5V_ gals. — equivalent to 55/12oz. servings •

•

•

•'

$24.50 plus tax

-• -

¦

'

•

No deposit on keg

•

•

•

$10 Deposit on tap

.

•

•
•

•

.

— Great for last minute parties —
-

•
•

••••••••••••••••••• • ••• •
e

o

** Open every night until 12:00 **
Fri & Sat Till 1 AM
* 873-6565*
'
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* 873-7574 *
.

.

¦

¦ *$$
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Meatball & cheese sub
10- inch ham pizza
j
J Fresh crab meat salad rol l |j
JJ
| Reg $1 99 NOW $1.3? j | Reg $2.45 NOW $1.89 |
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All Cotton Blouses

f

state of the art civilization ?

¦

SHJ -___ ii|

Skirts

& Pants

MUilfl--i

descrip tions
Posters & Prints

at ^ prospect of a long, dull

ly institutional cubicle ?
winter in an ug
^^
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________B^______________________
flH
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Mexican
. _
.

Sferi of tfee Sun has a tot lo
offer for cubicle enhancement.
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Stew of ffee Sun has aH femcfe of
f un * colorf ul goodies.
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OVER LOOKING
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Her gas

Thin Ties
Kenya Carryalls
Postcards

Sign of the Sun has fashions
and je welrythat satisfies
and gratifies.
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